We prove a conjecture of Arnold (1968) which simplifies the determination of an optimal bound on absorption probability originally due to Moran (1960) .
We prove this conjecture, whence~N = 6!N-b resulting in considerable saving in computational labour as perceived by Arnold, in determining~N. Suppose the conjecture is false: then there exist ib i 2 , 1~i1 < i 2~2 N -1, such that 6~~6G. Taking any henceforth fixed 6 satisfying 6~~6~6G, it follows that fa (i2/2N)f ai (i2/2N) =°= tail (id2N) ?;fa(id2N) . By the mean-value theorem, since f(O) =°there is a~},°<~l < id2N, such that f~(~l)~0; and, since fa(l) = 0, a~2, i2/2N <~2 < 1, such that f~(~2)~0. By applying the mean-value theorem again, there is a~3, id2N <~3 < i 2/2N, such that f~(~3)?;0. Now applying the mean-value theorem to the function f~(x), there exist numbers 'b (~l < '1 <~3) and '2(~3 < '2 <~2) such that f~'('l)~0, f~'('2)~0.
Since f~(x) = 46 exp (-26x)(6 -<T + 6<Tx), there is a unique x = Xo such that f~(xo) = 0, and for x> xo, f~(x) > 0, while for x < xo, f~(x) < 0. Since we have ' 1< ' 2 with f~('l)?; 0, f~('2)~°a contradiction results, completing the proof.
It follows from (1) that
ii N = inf {6\7Ti(6)~Pi, i = 0, 1,2, ... ,2N} = max {6t, 6!, ... , 6!N-l} = 6t.
It is of interest to find quantities such as~= sup {6; fa(x)~0,°x~1}, so~~~N' and
ii defined analogously (so ii?; ii N ) , which will lead to bounds at least as tight as those of Moran (1960) and likewise valid for all N. It is readily seen by a contradiction argument similar to the above that fa(x)~°for all°x~1 if and only if f~(l)~0, which leads tõ as the unique root in (0, (0) [~, ii] , in particular leads to simple explicit bounds on the above survival probability.
